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• Local governments (developed & emerging countries) play
important roles in supporting economic development and
providing healthcare during the COVID-19 pandemic

• Bonds provide key source of funds

• China’s local government bond market is the world’s
second-largest local government bond market ($4.75
trillion at the end of 2021) → an attractive investment
target for international investors

• Evaluating credit risk in China’s bond market is challenging
(all the same AAA ratings)



Credit rating agencies (CRAs), as information intermediaries, provide 
incremental information to the market and affect bond pricing (Kisgen
et al., 2006). They play the following two types of informational roles:

Information revelation role

 the disclosure of information on issuers’ default risks via their 

rating services

But for our context: All the same AAA → this role 

Information certification role

 rating agencies’ reputation may help certify or add credibility to the 

reliability of ratings



Credit rating agencies’ information revelation role doesn’t

work well because they give undifferentiated ratings to all

bonds in China’s local government bond market.

But we don’t know whether credit rating agencies’ reputation

still matters.

→ Therefore, this paper aims to examine the effect of the

credit rating agency reputation on risk premiums of China’s

local government bonds at issuance.





Unlike the U.S. (three major CRAs: Moody, S&P, and Fitch)

→ China’s credit rating industry a non-monopoly industry.

The local government bond market in China has seven CRAs, as shown in 

Table 1



1995-2008
Prohibited to issue local
government bonds

2009-2010
Global Financial Crisis
Issue & Repay: Ministry of Finance

2011-2013
Issue: six pilot local governments
Repay: Ministry of Finance

2014
Issue & Repay: 10 pilot local 
governments

2015-present
All provincial-level governments 
are approved to issue & repay 
local government bonds



rational investor assumption reputation certification theory

CRAs’ reputational differences lead to yield differentials

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Employing credit rating agencies with high reputation
helps local governments reduce their bonds’ risk premiums.



With an increase in information disclosure of local government bond issuers (i.e.,
increase in fiscal transparency) → investors pay less attention to the credit rating
agencies’ reputation

Hypothesis 2 (H2): Credit rating agency’s reputation effect is more important for
local governments with lower fiscal transparency to reduce risk premiums.







 Consists of local government 

bonds from 31 mainland 

provincial-level governments

 Sample period: 2015 to 2021

 Final sample of 7941 bond 

issue observations



Our baseline regression model is presented as Eq(1)









1. Coefficients 

of Reputation_CRA are negative 

and statistically significant 

→ H1 is supported

2. Coefficients of interaction term 

(RepFis) are positive and 

statistically significant

→H2 is supported

…



Coefficients of Reputation_CRA, RepFis remain negative and positive separately, both are significant at the 1% level

the results are robust with consideration of potential selection bias, H1 and H2 are supported



Referring to He et al. (2021) and He et al. (2022) and take advantage of the opening up of the

credit rating industry to foreign agencies as exogenous shock and conduct a DID-OLS

regression (Eq(2))



 Coefficients of Reputation_CRA*Post are negative and statistically significant→ the opening-up policy has a
significant impact on the rating industry in China, thereby effectively alleviating the potential endogenous problems

 Coefficient of Reputation_CRA is negative and statistically significant → supportingH1
 Coefficient of RepFis is positive and statistically significant→ supportingH2



All coefficients of the three interaction terms (Reputation_CRA*Year2016, Reputation_CRA*Year2017, 

and Reputation_CRA*Year2018) are statistically insignificant 

→there are no differences between the treatment and control groups before the opening event 

→the parallel trends assumption holds for the DID-OLS regression 



Based on the framework of
counterfactual inference provided
by Rubin (1974), we use machine
learning method to construct the
counterfactual group.

The t-test between risk premiums
of the factual and counterfactual
sets shows a significant
difference between the two sets
→ the causal relationship
between Reputation_CRA (the
cause) and risk premium (the
effect) can be deemed tenable



 The main features of the results remain consistent with all the preceding results

→H1 andH2 are supported

…



 To alleviate the impact of COVID-19 on our research conclusions, we repeat the baseline
regression by excluding data from 2020–2021

 The main features of the results of this subperiod analysis (2015-2019) remain consistent with
the preceding full-period results → support H1 and H2

…





Our study finds that:
• Engaging more reputable CRAs help reduce bond risk premiums, and
• This impact is more marked in issuers that are perceived to have lower fiscal

transparency levels

A series of robustness checks reaffirm these results.

Our paper differs from previous literature in two aspects:
1. We draw attention to the CRA’s reputation certification effect in China’s local

government bond market. This market has high information asymmetry and complex
political issues due to the issuers’ unique nature (Butler et al.,2009). Therefore,
evidence from other bond markets cannot be directly applied to this market.

2. We disentangle the CRA’s two information roles owing to the specifics of the Chinese
local government bond market. Although some latest studies (Livingston et al., 2018; Hu
et al., 2020) have provided evidence on the corporate bond markets, they cannot fully
exclude the influence of information revelation role to test the effect of the CRA’s
reputation certification.
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